A mechanics-based model has been developed and utilized in this paper for analyzing steady-state filament/workpiece contact during concentric brushing of a cylindrical workpiece. The analysis enables one to compute the response of filament/workpiece reaction force, filament torque, and filament stress associated with a specified brush geometry, filament composition, and brush operating condition. This, in turn, provides a basis for determining the power requirement for driving the brush, as well as the anticipated brush life and/or operating conditions that can lead to fiber damage or rapid/excessive wear of brush honing tools.
Introduction and Experimental Set-up
In condition monitoring of complex processes, the method of combining information from several sensors has been known as sensor fusion (Dornfeld, 1990) . Although fusing information from several sensors may provide more reliable estimates, the complexity and cost may increase as a result. This paper presents an investigation into the feasibility of using a single sensor to estimate multiple indices, built upon the authors' previous work on multivariate time series (ARV) analysis and neural network modeling Fang 1992, 1993) . The new ideas of this work can be described as (i) in fundamental, presenting an approach to using a single sensor to monitor multiple indices as a contrast to the currently popular sensor-fusion method, thus having the obvious merit of simplicity; (ii) in methodology, developing a new way to integrate ARV models with neural networks for on-line prediction of machining performance during tool wear progression; and (iii) in particular, contributing to better understanding of the dynamic and complex relationship between wear formation and the forces acting on different tool faces as a result of process variations. In addition to this, the experimental conditions have been extended to include different types of tool chip breakers, as shown in Table 1 .
Multivariate Time Series Modeling for Progressive Tool Wear Estimation
To estimate multiple types of tool wear, trivariate time series model ARV(n) was first developed based on experimental data of 3-D cutting force, that is, analysis was used to single out the features which can be effectively correlated with progressive tool wear. Figure 1 is a direct and dynamic reflection of the interaction between the cutting tool and the workpiece on three different tool faces, for example, F a and F a " are resulted from the interaction between major flank and workpiece in feed direction; F y and F yn from that between rake face and chip flow; and Fp, F ph and F#, from that between minor flank and workpiece in both feed and cutting directions. This force model shows the close interrelationships existing among (i) forces acting on different tool faces; (ii) wear formed at different tool faces; and (iii) dispersion patterns of 3-D cutting force.. This can be summarized that the LF (low frequency) dispersion is related to the normal force and HF (high frequency) dispersions to the tangential forces. These forces can in turn be related to various types of wear, i.e., major flank wear VB, crater depth KT and minor flank wear VB'. Based on this physical analysis, these types of wear are then plotted against the corresponding dispersions as seen in Fig. 2 . It can be clearly seen that dispersion patterns correlate well with the development of wear, which is obtained from actual measurements. It should be pointed out that, although the actual values of dispersions and wear may vary from one condition to another, the patterns of correlation shown in Fig.  2 are consistent under all experimental conditions.
L^wJ (1) where the elements of the matrix (j> ( *° are the autoregressive coefficients which describe the instantaneous dynamics of the machining process, [a x (t), a y {t), a z {t)Y is the independent random variable matrix, and n is the model order. In this work, n = 11 was found to be adequate for all three types of tools under various cutting conditions. Then, ARV dispersion
Neural Network Modeling
In this work, back-propagation (BP) algorithm is used, which trains the input-output relation through a multi-layered feed-forward neural network by using the experimentally obtained data. After the mapping from inputs to outputs has been trained, the network is capable of predicting outputs for any inputs that were not previously presented. In this work, 8 input features were selected to construct a 3-layer BP neural network for predicting 3 process outputs (surface roughness, chip breakability and dimensional deviation due to tool wear). The first four input features are derivatives of force dispersion patterns, i. sions, are related to progressive tool wear. The fifth input feature is the chip breakability quantified in numerical value \i; (k) (Fang and Jawahir, 1993) . By assuming that no sudden changes in chip breakability can occur as tool wear always develops gradually, the output of chip breakability at previous time interval /j,"(k -1) is used as the current input //, (k). Three most important process parameters, i.e., cutting speed, feed and depth of cut, were chosen as the rest of input features. Their intimate relationship with overall machining performance justifies the choice.
Performance Testing
In order to test the performance of the proposed method, machining experiments were conducted under nine conditions different from those used in training. Shown in Fig. 3 is a representative set of results using a grooved tool. As seen, there are reasonable agreements between the values predicted by the neural net and those measured from the actual tests. Progressive tool wear is predicted based on ARV dispersion patterns and assessed in terms of different wear stages, e.g. four stages for major flank wear, i.e. (1) initial, (2) normal, (3) severe and (4) excessive.
To ascertain the statistical soundness of the method developed, two representative testing results from 9 different conditions are given in Fig. 4 for surface roughness and major flank wear. In general, the deviations of the predicted outputs from the actual testing results are reasonably small therefore the method would be effective in evaluating the overall machining performance.
Concluding Remarks
As contrasted to the approach of sensor fusion, this paper presents an approach of using a single sensor to evaluate overall machining performance. It is achieved by combining multivariate time series analysis and neural network techniques. The results show that the method is reasonably effective under the selected cutting conditions for all three different tools. It should be pointed out that this paper does not attempt to demonstrate that the proposed method is superior to sensor fusion. Instead, it is aimed at showing that the method is effective as evident I" ILl" 6.8 8.3%
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